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“Dedicated to Excellence” 
 

 
Dear Guardian/Player: 
 

Being a part of a team can be one of the most rewarding experiences a child can have growing up. Athletics are 
to be fun and entertaining, but also have real world applications.  Basketball is a way to be physically active, develop 
coordination, and be involved in a competitive team sport.  The benefit of learning how to compete will help players 
understand what it takes to be successful and face challenges.   

 
Developing an ADM youth basketball feeder program is a necessity if our girls are going to be competitive in the 

Raccoon River Conference, as well as having opportunities to play in the State Tournament. We are behind several 
programs in the area and need to develop all around players by focusing on fundamentals. I encourage our athletes to 
participate in several sports and to be competitive year-round. With that said, the program also needs to develop 
committed basketball players that put in the needed hours and repetitions. 

 
The goal of the Tiger Athletic Club is to create a culture and program that represents the community of Adel 

DeSoto Minburn in a positive manner while developing young women to be an asset to society and reach their athletic 
potential. We will promote an environment that fosters greatness through character building, hard work, high 
expectations, and positive attitudes. 

 
The philosophy of the Tiger Athletic Club and ADM Girls Basketball is to be a program that is fundamentally 

sound and plays a fast and exciting tempo. We achieve this by teaching the fundamentals thoroughly and at game 
speed. Playing hard at all times, pressuring our opponent to make them uncomfortable, and having a controlled fast 
break, when the opportunity presents itself. Go Tigers!  

 

Sincerely, 
 
 
Coach Jacob Cleveland 
Varsity Basketball Head Coach 
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COACH CLEVELAND’S PHILOSOPHY 
Coaching involves an ability to build healthy relationships, and to drive and motivate young athletes to strive to obtain 
maximum development as a player and as a person. Young athletes need guidance, positive role modeling, and 
coaching on the court, in the classroom, at home, and in the community. Successful programs are those which take a 
comprehensive approach to coaching and creating an atmosphere that provide players, coaches, fans, administrators, 
and the wider community with a sense of belonging, competence, usefulness, and power or influence.  
 
A coach must be well prepared, well rounded, knowledgeable, and a “student of the game,” who leads by example and 
sets the standard for academic success, winning, discipline, and good citizenship. We believe that team rules and 
regulations are strengthened by the six principles of character that provide the ultimate foundation for the Tiger Girls 
Basketball Program: fairness, honesty, respect, responsibility, citizenship, and integrity.  
 
ABOUT THE TIGER ATHLETIC CLUB BASKETBALL FEEDER PROGRAM 
TAC is a sports entity that organizes competitive and developmental basketball teams for ANY girl’s grades 3-8 wishing 
to participate. A great deal of people are involved in making this organization strong and enjoyable. Volunteers that 
support and help run our program are anxious to see it grow.  
 
We provide a venue and format to encourage the development of young girls while they learn the values of team sport 
and play. We try and help foster the idea of using the confidence they gain from these endeavors into becoming the best 
possible representatives of their sport and community. 
 
OUR MISSION 
TAC is dedicated to the pursuit of athletic excellence, good sportsmanship and providing our athletes with an enjoyable 
learning experience. Our mission is to teach and develop fundamental basketball skills in a competitive 
atmosphere and help prepare girls from all backgrounds for future involvement in high school basketball, other 
sports and activities, and hopefully, college and beyond. The motivating philosophy of our program is to provide 
fundamental skill development for girl’s grades 3-8 who have a desire to compete at the high school level. Our program, 
as well as all of our coaches are volunteers committed to providing these opportunities 
 
PROGRAM GOALS  

• To become better students, athletes, and citizens 

• To improve individual player skills each and every year 

• To provide an opportunity for girls to develop fundamental basketball skills 

• Work HARD, work SMART and have FUN 

 
 
 
ABOUT THE TAC TEAMS 
The TAC Basketball Program is comprised of girl’s grades 3-8 and host yearly evaluations for girls from any background.  
 
 
LENGTH OF SEASON (Practices, Tournaments, Leagues): 
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The length of the basketball season could be 3 months to 9 months. This may vary pending on tournament availability, 
finances, coaches, or team numbers because of participation in other activities. 
 
Season 1): October - December  

3rd & 4th Grades will participate in 7 league games (City of Clive Parks & Rec) 
5th & 6th Grade “A” teams will participate in 2 tournaments 
5th & 6th Grade “B” & “C” teams will participate in 7 league games (City of Clive Parks & Rec) 
7th & 8th Grades will participate in 2 tournaments 

 
Season 2 (Tournament Season): January - March 

3rd & 4th Grades will participate in 7 league games (City of Clive Parks & Rec) 
5th & 6th Grade “A” teams will participate in 4 tournaments 
5th & 6th Grade “B” & “C” teams will participate in 7 league games (City of Clive Parks & Rec) 
7th & 8th Grades will participate in 4 tournaments 

 
All teams can participate in additional tournaments during both sessions if desired however funding for those 
tournaments will not be funded by TAC. 
 
Parents at Practice 
Practice times are very precious, and the players need this time to focus solely on skill development and game prep. We 
respectfully request that parents picking up their child from practice wait quietly in the gym, outside, or in bleachers when 
this is the case; we ask that you refrain from giving instructions or coaching your daughter from the stands during these 
times. 
 
Practice Schedule 
Parents will receive a practice schedule denoting practice times, locations and dates. If practice is cancelled as a result 
of weather conditions or any other reasons, coaches or designee will attempt to contact all players 2-4 hours prior to the 
start of the scheduled practice to inform via face book, text, or email to notify. 
 

 
PLAYING TIME 

All TAC Players are not expected to play EQUAL time, but they MUST play in every game, unless their playing 
time has been limited as a result of behavior, lack of effort or for other disciplinary reasons. Playing time will be 
determined at the discretion of the Head Coach. 
 
 
SPORTSMANSHIP 
TAC will not tolerate any inappropriate behavior or un-sportsmanlike conduct by ANY of its participants, including 
spectators, parents, coaches, athletes, or students. If a spectator, parent, or student is observed acting inappropriately, 
the coach expects it to be stopped. If it is not stopped, that spectator may be asked to leave by an official, coach, 
administrator, or security officer. 

 
If any TAC player acts inappropriately the coach is expected to take disciplinary action. This may include suspension for 
the remainder of the game or longer.  
 
If a coach acts inappropriately the coach will be dealt with by the Program Directors. Consequences may range from 
verbal reprimand, to written reprimand, to suspension, to dismissal. Coaches are expected to set strong examples 
and should model expected behavior at all times!! 
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The Fundamentals of Sportsmanship 

 

1. Gain an appreciation and understanding of the rules of the sports 
 
2. Exercise exemplary conduct at all times 
 
3. Recognize and appreciate skilled performance regardless of affiliation 

 
4. Exhibit respect for contest officials 
 
5. Openly display respect for opponents 
 
6. Display pride in your actions 
 
 

PRACTICE ATTENDANCE/TEAM MEETINGS 
 
All team members or candidates for teams are expected to attend all practices and/or team meetings. The only way 
a player is allowed to miss is by making arrangements with the head coach prior to. All players should plan to be 
present 10 min. prior to their scheduled practice time.  

 
ATHLETES DRESS CODE (Practice, Game, and Game Day Attire) 
Athletes will dress appropriately, as determined by the following:  
 
Uniform Attire—Athletes will wear TAC-issued uniform only, unless the head coach or program Director approves 
alternative or additional items. The athletes are representing TAC and should dress in a way that will bring pride and 
respect to their program and to the community.  
 
Practice attire—in all cases, athletes will need to wear basketball shoes, t-shirt, and shorts/sweats to practice.  
 
MEDICAL CONCERNS, INJURIES & ACCIDENT SITUATIONS 
 
All existing medical concerns need to be reported to the head coach. All injuries will be reported immediately to the 
parent. This is the responsibility of the coach in charge, following an injury. Players are required to report injuries, 
unusual pain, etc. immediately to the head coach.  

 
Request to Parents during Potential Serious Injury 
Our primary concern and priority is the health and safety of your child.  We realize as parents that during game times 
when your child may become a victim of an accident on the court, it causes serious stress and concern on the part 
of the parent.  However, in the event that your child gets injured during the course of a game, we respectfully 
request that the parent/guardian remain in the stands until summoned by the coach or the medical staff. We ask that 
you respectfully comply with this provision, in an effort to ensure that your child remains calm and relaxed during an 
injury situation.  

 
 
TAC GIRLS BASKETBALL PARENT / COACH RELATIONSHIP  
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Both parenting and coaching are very difficult vocations. By establishing an understanding between coaches and 
parents, both are better able to accept the actions of the other and provide a more positive experience for everyone. 
Parents have the right to know and understand the expectations placed on them and their daughter. Coaches have the 
right to know that if parents have a concern, they will discuss it with the coach at the appropriate time and place.  

Communication parents should expect from their child’s coach:  

1) Coach's philosophy  

2) Expectations the coach has for your daughter, as well as for other players on the team  

3) Locations and times of practices and contests  

4) Team requirements, i.e., fees, special equipment needed, school & team rules, off-season expectations  

5) Procedures that will be followed if your daughter becomes injured during participation 

Communication coaches expect from parents:  

1) Concerns regarding their daughter, expressed directly to the coach, at the appropriate time and place  

2) Specific concerns in regard to the coach's philosophy and/or expectations  

3) Notification of any schedule conflicts well in advance.  

As your daughter becomes involved with athletics, she will experience some of the most rewarding moments of her life. 
It's important to understand that there may be times when things do not go the way you or your daughter wishes. These 
are the times when discussion with the coach is encouraged.  

Appropriate concerns to discuss with a coach:  

1) The mental and physical treatment of your daughter 

2) What your daughter needs to do to improve 

3) Concerns about your daughter’s behavior 

It can be very difficult to accept that your daughter is not playing as much as you and she had hoped. Coaches make 
decisions based on what they believe are in the best interest of all student athletes participating. As you can see from 
the list above, certain things can and should be discussed with your daughter’s coach. Other things, such as those listed 
next, must be left to the discretion of the coach.  

Issues NOT appropriate for discussion with your daughter’s coach:  

1) How much playing time each athlete is getting 

2) Team strategy 

3) Play calling 

4) Any situation that deals with other student athletes 

There are situations that may require a conference between the coach and parent. These are not discouraged, as it is 
important for each party to have a clear understanding of the others' position. When these conferences are necessary, 
the following procedure is suggested to help promote resolution to the issue.  
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If a parent has a concern to discuss with the coach, the following procedure should be followed:  

1) Call the coach to set up an appointment.  

2) If the coach cannot be reached, call the Program Director and ask him or her to set up a meeting with the coach for 
you.  

3) Think about what you expect to accomplish as a result of the meeting.  

4) Stick to discussing the facts, as you understand them.  

5) Do not confront the coach before, during, or after a practice or contest. These can be emotional times for both 
the parent and coach. Meetings of this nature do not promote resolution of the situation, but often escalate it.  

What should a parent do if the meeting with the coach didn't provide satisfactory resolution?  

1) Call the Club President to set up a meeting with the, coach, and parent present.  

2) At this meeting, an appropriate next step can be determined, if necessary.  

 

 

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF TAC GIRLS BASKETBALL PARENTS 

• Be positive with your daughter. 
 

• Do not offer excuses for why she is not playing, for there is usually a reason for it. Encourage her to work hard 
and to do her best. 

 

• Do not criticize her coaches. The coach represents the following roles:  Boss, Authority, Parent, and Teacher. If 
you consistently criticize your daughter’s coaches, you cannot expect her to play effectively for them. She is 
being taught to be a passive complainer, not an active doer. Discuss problems with your daughter. If needed, 
have your daughter talk to her coach. If you are still not satisfied, meet with the Program Director. Problems do 
not get solved unless your daughter communicates with her coaches. 

 
 

• Do not develop envy toward other players. Don’t live your life vicariously through your daughter. Basketball is a 
game—let her play it. Do not show animosity or jealousy for any of your daughter’s teammates because they 
score more points, get more playing time, or get more publicity. Who cares who scores or gets the publicity? The 
important thing is that players on the team do their best. 

 

• Do not be a “know-it-all.” The coaching staff at TAC works with your daughter and her teammates weekly. They 
know what each player can do and what each player cannot do. As a fan, you are encouraged to be "into the 
game," but please be positive toward our players and coaches. 

 

• Insist on your daughter’s respect for the game of basketball, the officials, our opponents, players, and coaches. 
Instill in her the importance of sportsmanship. Make sure she understands how important it is to have "class." It 
takes years to develop a "class" program, but it can take only seconds to destroy it. 
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• Encourage your daughter to play the game of basketball for the "love of the game." Winning will take care of 
itself. Post-season awards will take care of themselves. College scholarships will take care of themselves. 
Usually, good things happen to teams and individuals who are unselfish, hard working, and committed. 

 

Please Remember 

We realize that every possible event or circumstance that could potentially go wrong during the season may not be 
covered in this handbook. We tried to be as thorough as possible in developing our policies and procedures, but 
circumstances will find it necessary to revise it from time to time. Events not covered in this handbook and those things, 
which become unclear in terms of clarification of rules and expectations, will be resolved at the discretion of the Program 
President in collaboration with the ADM Head Coach. We apologize if we overlooked some things; please feel free to 
bring it to our attention.  
 
 


